A group of selected teaching staff attended. The seminar was focused on inclusive teaching methodologies, professional and interpersonal skills that can be applied in work context. The seminars was developed in order to examine the most valuable training scenarios and training methods (in order to create O2- training tools).

Short Term Training Event took place from 12 to 15 October in Nicosia and participants improved their skills in training future volunteers and mentors mainly with ICT tools.
PROJECT UPDATE

In AID, our partners from Cyprus are hard at work creating our online platform for elearning, it will be our second intellectual output, AID Web-App. The partners are carrying out the workshops with the senior volunteers, applying the methodology proposed in the AID curriculum-IO1.

SHARE

MONTHLY QUOTE

“No one is useless in this world who lightens the burdens of another.”

— Charles Dickens

ELEARNING PLATFORM

We are in the final stage of developing the platform that will host the videos & training material to train volunteers.

IO2 is a web application that contains motivational material developed by the volunteers who have carried out the workshops and that will allow them to share experiences and motivate other older people to become volunteers, as well as to improve their ICT skills.